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Problem description: 
 
Spiking neural networks (SNN) are considered to be a promising way of reaching human-like              
flexibility to realize tasks such as opening doors that have handles in different shape, recognizing               
people by looking their childhood photos, etc. [1]. However, one of the challenges arose using SNN is                 
that how the sensory information coming from the environment is represented in the brain [2].               
Representation of the information is essential to close the loop between environment and processing              
unit (SNN) due to the dependence of SNN structure to the neural encoding scheme. 
 
This seminar aims to review the hypothesized encoding schemes in the brain and their favorable use                
cases for the engineering tasks. Within this seminar, the student should provide a comprehensive              
survey of the existing ways to encode sensory stimuli such as temporal coding [3,4] and rate coding                 
[5] to generate neural activity in spiking neural networks. The advantages of one scheme to another                
should also be provided in the survey considering the sensory devices used in robotics. 
 
Task: 

● Introduce hypothesized encoding types for sensory stimuli in the literature 
● Determine in which aspects the encoding schemes can be compared regarding spiking neural             

networks 
● Provide the advantages of the encoding schemes as well as weaknesses with the             

explanations considering the determined aspects 
● Interpretation of the advantages of coding schemes regarding the robotics tasks 
● Documentation and report. 
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